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Local authorities are major clients of the construction industry for new build, 

refurbishment and maintenance. Although, the quantity of public sector work is much 

less than it was 40 years ago, it still directly amounts to ~40% of all construction. The 

traditional way that Local Authorities (LAs) purchase materials for this work is 

through their contractors for each project. With such a significant purchase value, it 

has been suggested that LAs should collaborate and aggregate their purchasing so as 

to achieve reduced costs and better availability of materials for their projects. The 

current financial crisis makes such a move more attractive and more important. This 

paper undertakes an analysis of such a change to understand what is required for it to 

be viable and what might be the barriers to overcome. The work is based on a small 

number of interviews with LA officers, construction contractors working for LAs, and 

specialist procurement staff. The way that material specification and supply fits into 

the system of construction is complex and this is presented in a business process 

format. It was found that most participants do not have an understanding of how 

material procurement interacts with the construction process and indeed, as it is so 

complex, many do not want to face any changes. There is little actual information of 

what quantities of each type of material are used.  Contingent issues such as LAs 

desire to support businesses in their political area, make for an unclear set of 

objectives for the system. Thus to benefit from such proposals, then changes are 

required throughout the system. Such a comprehensive change could not be instigated 

without considerable authority demanding the change with proscribed procedures and 

sanctions. However, other changes in procurement, design and construction that may 

come from the use of, for example BIM, might determine this strategic move and 

realisation of cost savings.  
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INTRODUCTION 

The public sector is continually faced with considerable pressure to deliver more 

output at less cost as part of a general political suspicion of public sector inefficiency 

(Gershon, 2004). Although the advent of the financial crisis has given this pressure 

more significance, it has been a call on the construction industry for many decades. 

The array of reports on public sector construction produced in the UK (Murray et al., 

2003) in the last 60 years indicates the enormous effort put into this on-going problem 

most commonly blamed on productivity, contracts or relationships. There have been 

many strategies for achieving this cost reduction that can be divided between 

production solutions and procurement solutions. In the former, the ideas are to reduce 

material and labour costs and include LEAN which focuses on waste removal 
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(Koskela, 2000). In the latter the idea is to reduce transaction costs from bureaucracy, 

fragmentation and conflict (Winch, 2002) and the subject of many changes in the 

process of construction (NAO, 2006). Through this, the inefficiencies of competitive 

tendering have been overcome by a move to partnering during projects and a longer 

term relationship through framework agreements. In the UK, this has all taken place 

under the procedural eye of the European Union where competition and supply have 

to be maintained across Europe. 

In all these approaches to cost reduction, materials have not featured highly except 

more recently in the reduction of waste and in the use of more sustainable products. It 

is a rule of thumb that material costs of construction amount to approximately 33% of 

the cost of a building with a further third being labour and the final third being land. 

There are movements in this relationship as at the moment material costs are rising 

and labour and land costs are falling (BCIS, 2011). In addition the proportion is 

different in different building type with materials commanding a greater proportion in 

highly serviced buildings such as hospitals. There have been many attempts to get 

these costs under control with the UK Bills of Quantity exemplifying the first 

systematic measuring, recording and accounting of materials (Ashworth, 2005). Such 

an approach attempts to place the use of materials by contractors under control but 

also it is used to feedback to designers about what the cost of their design are. In a 

more sophisticated way value engineering (Green and Popper, 1990) attempts to 

establish a functional value of undertaking design and construction in a particular way 

and to encourage more functional and cost effective design solutions. 

At the same time as these initiatives, new realisations and solutions come to the fore 

from other industries particularly manufacturing that appear to offer solutions to 

construction’s problems. In particular, supply chain management, as championed by 

the retail industry with its need to deal with many suppliers and for organising 

logistics (Cram, 2010) seems promising, and this suggested ideas to improve buying 

and supply of construction. One of these ideas was centralised purchasing which 

works with a reduced number of suppliers and longer term relationship and partnering. 

In construction, such arrangements have always been looked at suspiciously for 

corruption and non competitive practices particularly under EU legislation. However, 

local authorities found the use of long term framework agreements could be delivered 

effectively (Constructing Excellence, 2005) and there was a notable success in 

Birmingham (OGC, 2005). Given these achievements it was obvious to consider 

trying to save money from the supply of materials and this paper considers this 

apparently simple, but actually deep, change in approach for Local Authority 

construction. Sometimes referred to as collaborative or aggregated procurement, this 

would involve purchasing materials across projects in order to gain cost savings from 

bulk purchase and better alignment of products to need. Further, this aggregation 

should take place across local authorities in a region through the Local Enterprise 

Partnership (LEP).  

This paper considers the viability of this idea of collaborative procurement of 

construction materials by a group of local authorities. After a short review of related 

activities, this study analyses this idea empirically for acceptability and theoretically 

for operational feasibility. The study involved interviews of a small number of the key 

players in the current process to reveal their attachment to the current process and 

their acceptability of the changed process. The theoretical analysis proceeds from a 

manufacturing process view which is shown to underplay the interdependence of the 

current system of operations. The complexity of the apparently simple suggestion is 
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revealed in a stakeholder analysis to demonstrate the multiple perspectives of the 

problem of materials and it is this complexity which challenges the theoretical 

analysis. Systems theory is used to unwrap this interdependence and present it in a 

way which makes it malleable to evaluation. The paper concludes that such simple 

ideas actually require complex change in the system of operations and this is very 

difficult to control in the fragmented delivery within the industry and extended 

objectives of building for local authorities. 

COLLABORATIVE PROCUREMENT 

The idea of bulk purchase and collaborative procurement is in fact not new. As early 

as, 1932, the UK Ministry of Health produced a report on the Standardisation and 

Simplification of the Requirements of Local Authorities in which it stated ‘Purchasing 

in bulk is the natural corollary to simplification of requirements’   ...... ‘We urge that 

all appropriate local authorities should consider the setting up .... a Central Purchasing 

Committee’ (quoted in Bird (1936) who was taking these ideas forward). The idea of 

public sector collaborative procurement returned to the government agenda in the 

early, 2000’s and many approaches were instigated (OGC, 2007). This included the 

government setting up regional RIEPs (Regional Improvement and Efficiency 

partnerships) were tasked with driving changes in local authorities. Pidgeon (2009) 

provides an instructive summary of the benefits to local government and describes a 

number of initiatives. The National Audit Office undertook a review of Collaborative 

Procurement across the Public Sector (NAO, 2010) and suggested savings of many 

hundreds of percent. Pidgeon (2009) has much lower figures of 2-6% on commodities 

but 26 to 40% on contracts such as framework agreements in construction. 

Collaborative procurement may be organised on a member owned or third party basis 

with the former being run collectively by councils and the later using a specially set 

up organisation (Bakker et al., 2006). The later charges a percentage and is effectively 

a sub-contract supplier. Buying consortia and purchasing clubs operate on a member 

owned basis. As a member run enterprise, tasks and particular commodities are 

adopted by individual local authorities to lead on: determining agreed specifications, 

and negotiating best value contracts, purchasing arrangements and ordering. These are 

taken to the group panel and agreed. There are various ways to meet EU procurement 

laws.  

COLLABORATIVE PROCUREMENT AND CONSTRUCTION 

There are a small number of examples of such activities in construction which can be 

regarded as precursors to the current idea; these are buying consortia, consolidation 

centres and early supplier and manufacturer involvement.  

For example, Black Country Purchasing Consortium and the Midlands Highways 

Buying Alliance are voluntary member run organisations. The former is a consortium 

of four local authorities: Wolverhampton, Dudley, Sandwell, and Walsall. It has been 

in operation since the mid, 1980s and involves a range of selected commodities with a 

small number of construction materials: glass, concrete, power tools and copper tube. 

The consortium had a lead authority for each commodity which organised to create an 

agreed specification, a negotiated supplier contract and an agreed method of 

procurement. Some commodities were negotiated on a fixed price basis (e.g. 

protective clothing) and others using a price index (e.g. copper tube and fittings) 

because of the volatility of the commodity price. Although this was successful, there 

has been a reduced use in the last few years because of the removal of housing repair 
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and maintenance to ALMOs (Arms Length Management Organisations) and a 

perception of reduced discount. This has seen a return to LAs doing their own thing 

locally, however, there is experience here of how to agree specifications and negotiate 

contracts.  

The Midlands Highways Buying Alliance was started in, 2007 through the East 

Midlands RIEP with over £250,000 funding for organisation of nine councils. This 

initially concentrated on organising framework agreements for contractor procurement 

but has now worked on the joint procurement of surface dressing, street lighting, 

kerbs, salt and vehicles. Savings of about 6% have been achieved and again there is a 

good experience of arranging joint specifications, supplier contracts and delivery. 

Construction consolidation centres collect and distribute materials for multiple 

construction sites in particularly busy inner city areas such as the one in Bermondsey 

London (Constructing Excellence, 2006).  Manufacturers deliver to the Centre in 

relative bulk to be 'called off' by trade contractors in the quantities required for use in 

the immediate future. The system uses a 'just in time' approach and provides a 

checking  of quantity and condition, and an ability to deliver to the precise points on 

site for more effective use and reduced on site storage. Materials are 'consolidated', to 

avoid the delivery of multiple part-loads to make more efficient use of distribution 

vehicles avoiding congestion and reducing transport environmental impact. These 

seem to be mainly used where storage and transport are difficult such as in busy city 

centre locations and do not advertise cost reduction in bulk buying. 

Early manufacturer and supplier involvement is based on the idea that too much time 

is wasted on a construction site making designs work in practice; the solution being to 

integrate production and supply into design. (Constructing Excellence, 2004). This 

seems to be about getting products which meet difficult needs and do so without 

difficulties of production, however, there is no suggestion on cost saving. 

ANALYSING THE VIABILITY OF COLLABORATIVE 

MATERIALS-PROCUREMENT 

The use of business process analysis to evaluate changes is almost universal and such 

analyses concentrate on determining the smoothness in flow through a system 

(Biazzo, 2000). The processes are seen to be composed of a set of discrete activities 

which are performed sequentially and which are contained by one role or production 

unit. Of particular importance in construction was the creation of a generic design and 

construction protocol process (GDCPP) (Kagioglou et al., 2000). This was aimed at 

producing definitions, documentation and procedures that would allow more effective 

integration and efficient operations. This GDCPP was intentionally kept generic to 

respond to the individuality of each construction situation. 

In creating a process view, the distinction between new build, refurbishment and 

building maintenance is important in that they each require a different flow of 

materials and indeed to some extent different categories of materials. New build in 

most authorities is heavily influenced by schools capital expenditure and this also 

provides, separately, a significant part of the maintenance work now that housing 

management has been removed to ALMOs.  

It is the way that materials procurement integrates with construction procurement that 

determines the viability and success of the operations. This can be best seen in a 

process flow diagram Figure 1 for the current system for new build and refurbishment 

and in Figure 2 for a proposed collaborative purchasing system. In New Build and 
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Refurbishment, there is a tradition that contractors provide labour and materials. There 

are two key material procurement choice points shown in Figure 1; design and 

specification, and contractors ordering. Much of the selection and specification of 

materials is set early on during design through the construction process. The materials 

requirement is governed by design choice which is limited by expenditure. The lead 

time is relatively long allowing a prediction on needs. The contractor is the main 

purchaser in the current system and either follows the design choice or selects an 

equally acceptable commodity that meets the specification. Importantly, contractors 

undertake some aggregation across all their contracts, from which some of the savings 

can be passed on to the client.  

Figure 1 Process map showing current materials procurement in new build and refurbishment 

 

Figure 2 Process map showing collaborative materials procurement in a new arrangement 
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In implementing theoretically collaborative procurement then the way materials are 

procured has to integrate with the way that construction is procured generally. There 

are a number of possible ways that this could be achieved but the most obvious 

example is shown in figure 2 where there is a separate material procurement 

organisation which spans the whole construction process. This arrangement is most 

viable as it has precedent in the buying consortia, consolidation centres and 

manufacturer involvement presented earlier. The centralised procurement organisation 

is responsible for establishing the specification of materials, the negotiating of 

aggregated material contracts and the ordering and supply of the materials to be 

delivered to site. Clearly it is the technical need and design of the construction which 

still needs to drive the process. The centralised procurement organisation becomes the 

repository for materials use information which they can use to assist suppliers and 

obtain better prices. In addition they can help the designers to better understand the 

use of materials, life cycle and sustainability issues  

A STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS 

There have been many critiques of business process driven change in construction 

most notably Green (1998). However, in a more supportive way, Chan et al. (2004) 

consider the value of the process protocol and identify that the social context of work, 

and the relationship between steps, is critical to bringing about process improvement; 

thus, understanding what the stakeholder advantages and barriers to change are 

therefore critical (Olander, 2007). Figure 3. presents a map of stakeholders in the 

procurements process that involve materials.  

Figure 3. A Map of Stakeholders in Construction materials Procurement 

 

A small number of interviews of these stakeholders were undertaken to establish their 

position. It is noted that a regulatory stakeholder has been included but this only 

became apparent from the interviews. This is also a systems analysis (Crichton, 1966) 

where the parties are present in their own system of operation each with its own goals 

some of which might align with the overall goal of the reduction in cost of the 

purchase of materials. What is important in a systems analysis is the way that the 

interconnections are facilitated and this will be discussed later. The interviews 

involved questions on: current budgets, current subcontracting arrangements, current 

problems, arrangements for specifying materials and problems particularly around 
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team decisions, identification of opportunities for bulk purchasing, awareness of other 

such arrangements, the use of term contracts and as well as gathering opinions on the 

viability of collaborative purchasing. The results are summarised in Table 1. 

The key driving features are: assessing real savings, moving to standardisation of 

specification, effective aggregation and better relationships with the suppliers. The 

key barriers are: concerns about EU legislation, designer's acceptance of 

standardisation and loss of autonomy by contractors to act effectively. 

Table 1.  Results from Interviews of Stakeholders 

 

DISCUSSION 

The idea that the current construction system is not effective and is expensive is 

almost universally acknowledged yet change in the industry has taken place slowly.  

Change is possible but it requires consideration of the systemic feasibility and cultural 

viability (Checkland, 1981) and these must form the basis of an evaluation of ideas. 

The first means that the operation and interconnection are generally feasible and the 

latter that the arrangements are acceptable to the parties. 

All parties interviewed stated that, with such a large combined expenditure for 

construction in a region such as the West Midlands then savings from collaborative 

procurement can be achieved. They estimated that for some commodities savings of 

over, 20% could be achieved and more generally savings of about 5%. It was 

emphasised that the advantages do not just lie with base cost but include a more 
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efficient design, specification, negotiating, ordering, supply and even manufacturing 

of materials. These savings run through the entire construction system and are less 

easy to quantify than mere purchase cost. But they also recognised that to achieve 

these savings and advantages that extensive changes need to be made in the processes 

of procurement which would require time and money investment to be made in the 

organisation of this. Thus, there may be other costs and different risks associated with 

the changes. There are a number of significant disturbances on the systemic feasibility 

and cultural viability of the change. 

 The establishment of a procurement organisation is another entity that thus 

makes operation more complex and also will develop its own goals for 

sustaining itself not just improving the system. 

 The process diagram makes the actual operation appear trivial and so sets up a 

conflict with the system change agents 

 The interdependence of the entities in the current operation is handled by 

informal adjustment (Crichton, 1966) however, informal arrangements are not 

developed when a new system is operated relying exclusively on the formal 

procedures which are thus vulnerable. 

 The various sub-systems have objectives which are not acknowledged in the 

process diagram, for example, the political desire to use local businesses in 

building work and the conflict with European procurement legislation, which 

can drive decisions and practices. 

 The process assumes that everything works smoothly, however, there are no 

mechanisms for handling mistakes (see 3. as well); thus mistakes are hidden 

until they become unavoidable. 

 The costs of managing the process could be excessive particularly to overcome 

the cultural barriers thus making for poor economics. 

 

Such disturbances would need to be managed. It is important that any savings are 

made explicit and are assigned to the designers so that more work can be achieved for 

the same cost. At the same time there is a need to establish that this leads to better 

work, principally from familiarity allowing everyone to get it right first time whilst 

improving health and safety, quality, reduction in conflict, and addressing the growing 

need for sustainability to be incorporated in thinking The political agenda then is to 

establish reduced costs with acceptable accountability, the meeting of European rules, 

local employment and training concerns, local supply chain including support of 

SME’s, as well as local rivalry. The buy in from the contractors is key to overcome 

their loss of aggregation with other contracts and their loss of flexibility in use of 

materials which allows them to overcome scheduling problems and specification 

errors. The centralised procurement organisation becomes the repository for materials 

use information which they can use to assist suppliers and obtain better prices. In 

addition they can help the designers to better understand the use of materials, life 

cycle and sustainability issues. 

A really radical approach would be to drive the whole construction delivery system 

through materials procurement as the delivery arrangements are so complex that only 

a complete re-structuring of the construction process would enable a procurement 

driven approach rather than a needs/design driven approach. This is a value judgement 

and will be contested by many parties. The change required would need 

authority/power, dedication and a degree of ruthlessness that may not be possible (or 

legitimate) in the public sector where there are multiple goals across multiple actors to 
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be achieved rather than just reduced cost/ greater profit. Such a substantive change 

would be disruptive and initially very costly both in investment terms and in non 

delivery; it would be politically attacked and this would have to be sustained over a 

number of years before benefits would result against the failures. This radical 

approach also reveals a new role for BIM (Building Information Modelling) as a 

supply chain and delivery manager. BIMs ability to identify objects allows it to create 

a list of commodities that need to be purchased and by relating this to a programme 

(4th dimension) then can schedule supply (and even production). This allows 

designers to design with cost as a variable in a more directly interactive way. Working 

with objects forces the designer to use components from a standard list. Unique 

components are possible but can be challenged by design managers and clients. 

Although there will still be bulk materials and connecting components, the benefits of 

bringing into control the majority of materials is immeasurably worthwhile throughout 

the system. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The charge against current local authority procurement arrangements was made 

strongly by Cram (2010). Without a doubt by anyone, there are opportunities to cut 

costs and deliver other benefits from collaborative approach to materials procurement; 

however, there is no simple and obvious model to move to and this prevents people 

from adopting the idea. The process analysis provides a simplified linear 

representation of construction which fails to accommodate the actual workings of the 

industry and the social dimension of work. Thus both the systemic viability and 

cultural feasibility are compromised. In this situation the costs of managing the 

process could be excessive. This does not mean that nothing should be or can be done. 

Firstly the business process analysis showed that there is insufficient information 

about materials needs and uses collected to a central point. Such an exercise would 

allow 'category management' such that standardisation of specification and a limiting 

of choice by designers could take place. Key requirements other than cost must 

include delivery, error management and cost indices to maintain value from 

centralised purchase.  
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